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menu	Data PlatformThe Innovaccer Health Cloud
The Health Cloud to accelerate digital transformation for providers, payers, life sciences companies, and digital health innovators 
Health Cloud overview



Data Activation Platform
Unified healthcare data and analytics for patient-centered care


Application Suite
Advanced applications to improve clinical and financial outcomes

Sara - Our Healthcare AI
Artificial Intelligence to help automate repetitive tasks, process medical information, uncover insights, and ease access to data


Analytics
Data analytics to transform healthcare





Quick links
CASE STUDY
Banner Health: Building the Future of a Connected Health Enterprise
WHITEPAPER
Healthcare’s Data Readiness Crisis
ARTICLE
Taking Healthcare Innovation Into High Gear
WHITEPAPER
Digital Transformation in Healthcare: Reimagine the Patient Journey Through Whole-Person Care
View all resources







	SolutionsHealth Cloud Solutions for

Providers


Specialty


Payers


Government


Life Sciences




















	ToolsInnovaccer Tools
Industry benchmarking tools to see and assess market performance


Digital Maturity Assessment
A healthcare-specific digital maturity assessment tool to see where your organization falls on our maturity scale

CRM Maturity Assessment
A healthcare-contextualized CRM maturity assessment tool that lets you see where your organization stands and compares to peers

ACO REACH
Accelerating health equity to drive populations to value-based care

Market Intelligence
Win in Your Market With Cutting-edge Competitive Intelligence

Network Optimizer
Optimize Your Network To Cut Costs and Boost Care Quality 




Quick links
CASE STUDY
MercyOne PHSO: Building the Future of Accountable Care
WHITEPAPER
Eight Reasons Why the Modern Provider Needs a Data Activation Platform
ARTICLE
I Want My SDoH!
WEBINAR
The Role of Value-based Care in Achieving Health Equity
View all resources







	ResourcesInnovaccer Resources
Explore our news and industry insights through our blogs, podcasts, reports, ebooks, webinars, white papers, case studies, videos, and more
View all resources












	CompanyCompany
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Customers


Careers


Partners
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AI FOR HEALTHCARE
Rediscover the joy of care
Making a powerful and enduring difference in the way care is delivered across top provider, payer, and life science organizations globally
Meet Sara - our healthcare AIExplore platform
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Recognized as the #1 company across categories by leading analyst organizations

 
Best in KLAS CRM Solution 2024
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Best in KLAS Data & Analytics Platform 2023
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Frost & Sullivan Recognizes Innovaccer for Enabling Value-Based Care with Its AI and Advanced Analytics
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Black Book #1 rated PHM vendor 2024
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Our customers are the superheroes of our story. It means we focus on creating excellent products, training our customers on how to get the most out of them, and ensuring that our customers win. 
When our customers are at the center of everything we do, there's nothing more powerful than hearing their stories firsthand. Join us as they share their journey, highlighting how our products have helped them overcome challenges, achieve their goals, and make a positive impact on patients' lives.
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Sri Bharadwaj
Chief Operating and Information Officer,
Longevity Health Plan
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Barbara Stout
Senior Information Techonology Manager,
Poplation Health-Christiana Care
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Seth Staton
Head of Clinical Program & Innovations,
 Walgreens
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Chris Strahorn
Chief Technology Officer,
 Rise Health
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CHI Health Partners is improving quality outcomes and optimizing cost with Innovaccer's care management 

Read the story
$2.75M
Value realized

22%
Reduction in readmission rates
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CHESS is accelerating its success with the leading data and analytics platform
CHESS Health Solutions is a North Carolina-based healthcare services organization.
Read the story
$3M+
generated in shared savings

28%
reduction in 30-days readmission rate
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Franciscan Health is transforming its care programs with Innovaccer
Franciscan Alliance is a quality-centered care system based out of Indiana.
Read the story
$2.2M
value realized through automated care and coding protocols

4% 
reduction in readmissions across the MA population
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CHI Health Partners is improving quality outcomes and optimizing cost with Innovaccer's care management 

Read the story
$2.75M
Value realized

22%
Reduction in readmission rates
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CHESS is accelerating its success with the leading data and analytics platform
CHESS Health Solutions is a North Carolina-based healthcare services organization.
Read the story
$3M+
generated in shared savings

28%
reduction in 30-days readmission rate
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Innovaccer solutions are helping 96,000+ healthcare professionals


ProvidersPayersLife Sciences

[image: ]Innovaccer Research Networkarrow
Connect researchers with Real-World data to solve medicine's most pressing challenges
Digital Solutions for Medtecharrow
Leverage the Internet of Medical Things to enhance patient outcomes and treatment



[image: ]Customer Relationship Managementarrow
Connected experiences to find, guide and keep patients for life
Population Health Managementarrow
Advanced analytics and automated workflows to improve care outcomes



[image: ]Healthcare Data Activationarrow
Accelerate data transformation with the Best In KLAS healthcare data platform
Risk Adjustmentarrow
Accelerates digital collaboration between payers and providers on gap closure and clinical evidence
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Connect researchers with Real-World data to solve medicine's most pressing challenges
Digital Solutions for Medtecharrow
Leverage the Internet of Medical Things to enhance patient outcomes and treatment
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Connected experiences to find, guide and keep patients for life
Population Health Managementarrow
Advanced analytics and automated workflows to improve care outcomes












Accelerate Your Digital Transformation with the Innovaccer Health Cloud
Book a demo
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Trusted by leading US healthcare organizations
Our revolutionary solutions empower healthcare providers to deliver exceptional care while
 reclaiming the time and passion that inspired them to enter the field.
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We have a track record of delivering proven ROI


$1.5B+*

savings generated for providers

54M+
patient records unified

96,000
clinicians across 1,600+ locations
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*Innovaccer has helped its customers across value-based and commercial lines of business generate more than $1.5 billion in cumulative cost savings
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Data Platform
Data Activation Platform
Application Suite
Sara - Our Healthcare AI
Analytics


SOLUTIONS
Population Health Management
Customer Relationship Management
Speciality 
Risk Adjustment
Medicaid Decision Support
MedTech
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Blogs
Podcasts 
News 
Events 
Webinars 
All Resources
Glossary
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